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"(Jsing examples of how other

companies failed or succeeded

set the tone...t'

in certain areas really helps

I 'm a big advocate ofchange. I believe that out-of-the-box
thinking and embracing change are not only fun, but a great
culture to cultivate, especially in a growing company.

My story for our team is:
Change is everywhere. I've read plenty of science

fiction. A lot of what they wrote about has come to pass
- lasers, fiip phones, and space travel. The military
is another great source ofchange - GPS, Tang, and
drones, sofollowwhat they say and do.

Now for my predictions: I predict that in less than 2 5
years someone will invent the Craynon Alarm-Detection
and Suppression System. I know because I'm working
on a prototype in my garage. This system will use an A.
D. S. device to detect, signal an alarm, and use sound
waves to suppress afire and will be the size of a normal
detector. I've got the detection and alarm components

figured ou| but I'm having trouble with the suppression
part. Every time I test the sound waves all the dogs in
the neighborhood start barking, annoying my neighbors.
Prediction two: when someonefinally invents this sys-
tem, we will all be out of a job unless we continue to
evolve, and embrace changes.

Bottom line lesson: Change is coming. I don't know
what it will be and I wouldnl have guessed the above
changes would have happened, but be prepared.

So, back to your culture; basically, many businesses start
up, create a business plan, and then file it away. Well, if your
business is like most, things change and change and change.
Revisiting your SWOT analysis can be eye-opening, inspiring,
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When is the last time you did a SWOT analysis? If it's been
a while, I recommend you start planning your next session now.

Here is the format we followed, take this as your example
and modifu in any way that works for you and your company.

We started out talking about the type of employee each of
us is. This conversation centered on sales. In some way or
other, all of.us sell. Whether it is Deb on the phone as the
first respons'e and the main salesperson of our company, or
Jim, Kathy, or Dave, who create our courses and often work
with customers in webinars or behind-the-scenes answering
customer questions. One key point from this discussion was, if
you are a salesman, know that "How you buy is how you sell."

Our next topic was the key attributes each of our positions
must have and can't have. For example, some "Must Have"
qualities of our developers are: Highly Organized, Planner,
Analytical Mind, and Attention to Detail. Some "Can't Have"
qualities ofour developers are: Procrastinator, Indecisive, and
Inconsistency. Following the attributes topic, we then got into
how to reward our team. This was very enlightening as Lisa
and I discuss this, especially around Christmas each year, but
to get feedback from those we are rewarding was priceless.
And, when we really make it big - yes, we will take the whole
team to Hawaii for a conference!

Next topic was Planning. There is enough information here
for a separate arlicle. Let's just say that the theme to this con-
versation was "A11 planning is good," and we will write more
on this in a future article.

Part of the Planning discussion covered the SWOT analysis.
This covered a large chunk of our morning. The team worked
together, brainstormed, and came out with our 2012 SWOT

isa and I recently attended a business seminar called
GROW, here in Dayton, Ohio. We were so excited
about some of the thinss we learned at that seminar

that we came back and made our own presentations for our
team. One of the main themes we focused on was the "Culture"

of our company and the SWOT
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Oppor-
tunities, & Threats) analysis. A1-
though we had worked on these
before,  i t  became c lear  at  the
seminar that the "Culture" you
create and cultivate needs to be
visited often, notjust created and
put on the shelf.
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and fun! It was recommended to include your key people in
this meeting. We did just that. We called a meeting, ordered
the drinks and bagels, made up our presentation, and five of
us gathered for a 90-minute meeting. Three and a half hours
later, the meeting ended. My favorite comment was, "I can't

believe it lasted that long, I swore
I wouldn't spend more than an
hour and a half in there." Bottom
line for us: the time flew by. It
was an open meeting, we were all
giving our input, everything was
fair play, and it helped our team
grow and learn from each other,
past mistakes, and past customer
input.
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Analysis. When working on a SWOT Analysis, keep these
things in mind:

. STRENGTHS - What do we do well?

. WEAKNESSES - What are we badat?

. OPPORTUNITIES - Where can we grow?

. THREATS - What things are beyond our control?

Rank each of your answers from the SWOT Analysis:
Lay out  the Pr ior i t ies.
Discuss a WIN statement for each item.

Throughout the meeting, Lisa, the team, and I used examples
of other companies. Using examples of how other companies
failed or succeeded in certain areas really helps set the tone
and lets everyone see what we are trying to accomplish with
this meeting.

Sample Culture Meeting Agenda:
1 What type of Company are we?
2. What type of Ernployee are you?
3. Sales, Sales, Sales.
4. Must Have / Can't Have Qualit ies.
5.  Plan,  Plan.  Plan.
6. SWOT Analysis.
7. Wrap Up.

Have fun with this and enter the rneeting with an open rnind.
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The D System
A complete pre-whed factory
assembled unit

a Installs in 3 easy steps.. :

I Meets NFPA quality $indardi,;
I Components UL approved

The D Cono llne .
New super affordable systenis'
I Tanks available to fit

throu$h 29" doorway
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.Easy to move floor-to-floor
.  Lightweight -  12 pounds, including
discharge valve

.Short  -  18" end-to-end

.FM Approved from g0 GPM to 1400
GPM; Sizes 1 %", 1 Ya" and 2"

.No inlet 0r 0ullet diameters reouired

.Discharge through hose or pipe
directly to the express drain

. Comply with NFPA 25
tesling requirements

. Use for testing - stairwell, ;,i|
rooftop, prsssure reducing
valves, backflow
preventers, fire pumps,
foam systems,. ."
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Visit www.hosemonster
call us toll lree 888-
E-mai l :  Service@FlowT
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